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ABSTRACT
We describe the characteristics and behaviour of emergent patterns we have found in a simple predator-prey
simulation model. We have extensively simulated a
“ﬂatland” populated with microscopically detailed individual animals. Animals’ behaviours are rule-based and
follow a predator-prey schema based on a small number
of adjustable parameters. We have searched the model
parameter space and found regimes of rich emergent
behaviour and have devised various observation techniques and quantiﬁable measurements to characterise
the growth behaviour of the emergent spatial patterns.
We report on a taxonomical classiﬁcation of the emergent patterns or “macroscopic life-forms” found in our
model and a preliminary analysis of the transformations
between different collective patterns.
KEY WORDS
emergent pattern; predator-prey model development;
agent-based modelling.

1 Introduction
Artiﬁcial-life simulation models aim at exploring the
complex behaviour that can emerge [2] on a systemwide scale in response to microscopic or localised decisions made by constituent agents [1, 10, 14]. In [7] we
reported on some of the emergent spatial patterns we
had discovered in our predator-prey based artiﬁcial-life
model. Our model is based on prescribed microscopic
rules for individual animat agents [3, 12] co-existing in

a simulated “ﬂatland.” We developed a number of techniques for semi-automatically identifying these patterns
using cluster methods and various recognition heuristics. In this present paper we describe a classiﬁcation
scheme or “zoology” of these emergent patterns and
note some of the emergent behaviours of these animat
aggregates. We describe some of the multi-scale effects
observed in our model and present a preliminary formulation of aggregate transformation rules.
In section 2 we outline the essential features of our
core model. We report our main results for this paper in
section 3 in the form of observations and a detailed d description of the “zoology” of emergent spatial patterns
or macroscopic life-forms that occur in our simulation
model. In section 4 we report on typical probabilities of
occurrence for the emergent patterns, and in section 5
we describe an analysis of the probabilities of transmutation between different patterns. Finally in section 6
we conjecture how these methods might be of interest
for analysing other spatially-oriented simulation models.

2 The Predator-Prey Model
Our experimental model is essentially a predator-prey
model in which the prey (rabbits) are assumed to have
access to unlimited food supplies but where the predators (foxes) will starve to death unless they consume
rabbits. Animats also have a ﬁnite life span and will die
of old age, unless eaten ﬁrst in the case of rabbits.
The behaviour of each animat is governed by a set of

simple rules. At this stage of development the rules are
ﬁxed for each species of animat and thus all foxes have
identical rules and similarly for all rabbits. Examples of
rules are “move away” if a fox is adjacent, for rabbits,
and “move towards a rabbit if hungry” for foxes. Both
species include rules for breeding with adjacent animats
of the same species.
When two animats breed successfully a new animat
is created. The success of breeding depends on a number of factors such as the number of animats of the same
species in the local area (overcrowding) and in the case
of foxes the number of rabbits in the area (available
food). A key efﬁciency feature of the simulation that enables us to study the large system and long time regimes
described in this present paper is to determine what animats are nearby, as inputs to the animats behaviour [15].
The animat rules are arranged in an order of priority.
Thus if the conditions for rule 1 are met then rule 1 will
be executed and the rest of the rules will be ignored. If
the conditions for rule 1 are not met then the conditions
for rule 2 are checked and so on. Thus every animat will
always execute exactly one rule at each time step of the
model. We have presented a detailed description of the
rule combinations elsewhere [7].
The animats are free to move on what is effectively
an inﬁnite plain without bounds. In practice our simulation runs are limited by the number of animats we can
hold in memory rather than the physical extent of the
simulated “ﬂatland.” Animats can also be co-located
with other animats. New animats “born” as a result
of breeding are initially placed in the same location as
one of their parents. However the animat rules ensure
that successful animats will always seek the company
of others, either to breed with the same species or in the
case of foxes to obtain food in the form of rabbits.
This built-in “seeking out of other animats” leads to
the emergence of spatial clusters of animats. These
clusters of microscopic animats can be observed as
macroscopic organisms in their own right. The observed organisms display a surprising richness of spatially interesting structures.

3 A Zoology of Aggregate Patterns
Following a great deal of observation of simulation
model runs and attempts at classiﬁcation, we identiﬁed
four major categories of aggregate pattern or “macroscopic organism” that emerge from our model. We categorise them under the following headings:
Waves - generally thin wavefronts of animats that ap-

pear to move in a coordinated way.
Blobs - dense clumps of animats - particularly “rabbits”
Spiral Curves - delicate rotating structures of animats
Transitional Clusters - hybrids that can easily become
any of the other forms
Each of these patterns has a number of particular
properties which we discuss in detail below as well as
noting some sub-species or sub-categories of “waves”
and “blobs.”
We typically initialise model runs with a random or
simple regular block of animats. The model shows remarkable robustness and insensitivity to the precise initial conditions. The patterns we describe below emerge
with no need for any particular seeding or choice of initial conditions.

Figure 1: The “Zoo” of typical emergent patterns in our
model. Features have been automatically classiﬁed as
shown.
Figure 1 shows a number of typical emergent patterns that commonly occur in the model and which we
discuss below. This “zoo” shows features that have been
automatically classiﬁed using the heuristic and recognition algorithms that we describe elsewhere [7]. “Rabbits” are shown as dark (blue) pixels and “foxes” as

light(red). As the ﬁgure indicates, a large rabbit blob
has developed because of the absence of foxes in its
immediate vicinity. the “horizontal wave” is moving
upwards (as shown) and will almost certainly collide
with the rabbit blob if the simulation evolves further.
This could lead to an effect similar to that of the general
blob (also shown in the ﬁgure) which is the remnants of
a smaller rabbit blob that has previously been partially
consumed.
The transitional cluster shown in the ﬁgure is in the
process of becoming a diagonal or horizontal wave and
is the last vestige of yet another rabbit blob that has been
almost entirely consumed.
The spiral/curve shown in this ﬁgure illustrates the
problem of accurately classifying features and will
likely evolve into another a more easily classiﬁable feature in the future.

Figure 2: A typical spiral pattern of animats.

Figure 2 shows a more clearly recognisable spiral
as will have evolved because of the unique interactions
between rabbits and foxes in our model. Spirals are
the most sophisticated spatial structure that occur in our
model. They are highly sensitive to particular interacting battlefronts of the animat species but perhaps surprisingly spirals frequently do occur. We have described
some of the parameters and circumstances that lead to
spirals elsewhere [4]. Spiral patterns are not uncommon
in nature [16] but it is still unobvious how to precisely
parameterise them or indeed how they will emerge in
a particular model run. In this sense they are a truly

emergent feature.
Automatic classiﬁcation is performed by dividing
each cluster into quarters (based on the centre of the
cluster) and counting the animats present in each quarter. The ratio of numbers in the various quarters deﬁnes the classiﬁcation type of spatial cluster. The exact
heuristics we employ are described elsewhere [7]. We
now discuss each of the classiﬁcation types.

3.1 Waves
Four types of wave-fronts have been identiﬁed. These
are diagonal waves, horizontal waves, vertical waves
and what we term “thin diagonal” waves. Diagonal
waves are deﬁned as those clusters where one quarter
contains less than 10% of the total number of animats
in the cluster. Thin diagonal waves are deﬁned as those
clusters where two or more quarters contain less than
10% of the total number of animats in the cluster. Horizontal and vertical waves are not deﬁned by checking
quarters. Instead the spread of animats from the centre is calculated to see if a deﬁnite horizontal or vertical
rectangular bounding-box emerges. This is unlike the
diagonal wave where the bounding box is much closer
to a square.
Wave-fronts usually form after the collapse of a blob
or spiral. The predators (foxes) spread out into a line
to maximise their chance of ﬁnding prey (rabbits) and
the rabbits become spread out in a corresponding line as
they ﬂee from the foxes. Thus two semi-parallel lines of
animats merge into a cluster and travel in a wave across
the area of interest. Wave-fronts often dissipate when
encountering another cluster and the wave effect is then
broken up.
Thin diagonal waves do not occur very often compared to the other types of wave and were included as a
separate type simply because they were easy to identify.
Thin waves can grow to become normal waves but can
also dissipate very rapidly.

3.2 Blobs
A “blob” is what we term a spatial cluster in which the
animals are tightly packed and will often appear visually as a ﬁlled compact circle of animats. The blobs are
classiﬁed by the density of the animats within them and
will override other classiﬁcations such as spirals, curves
or wave fronts. There are two types of blob. These are
pure rabbit blobs and general blobs.
Rabbit blobs contain only rabbits and can become
very large very quickly. If rabbits ﬁnd themselves in

3.3 Spiral Curves
Spirals and curves are the most fascinating clusters to
emerge from the predator prey model. A spiral will
form from a wave front when the rabbit line (which is
leading the front) overlaps the pursuing line of foxes.
The rabbits on the extreme end of the line stop moving
as there are no foxes in their immediate vicinity. However the rabbits and the foxes in the centre of the line
continue moving forward. This forms a small trail of
rabbits at one (or both) ends of the front. These rabbits
start breeding and the trailing line of rabbits thickens
and attracts the attention of foxes at the end of the fox
line that turn towards this new source of prey. Thus a
spiral forms with foxes on the inside and rabbits on the
outside. If the original overlap of rabbits occurs at both
ends of the line a double spiral will form. Spirals can
also form as a rabbit blob collapses after foxes eat into
it.
Although spirals have been the most interesting form
to emerge from the model they are also the hardest cluster to classify, hence the title spirals and/or curves. A
spiral is deﬁned as a cluster where one quarter contains
more than 28% of the total animats and the other three
quarters all contain more than 18% of the total animats.
Spirals often change shape quite rapidly and this can
lead to the classiﬁcation of the cluster being continually
switched from spiral to transitional and back again. A
1 Which

is why we nickname this animat species as “rabbits”

spiral can also become a general blob if the density of
the animats increases within it.

3.4 Transitional Clusters
These clusters are typically noisy and hardest to classify
but maybe important as a mechanism for one aggregate
pattern to change into a signiﬁcantly different one.
Any cluster which can not be classiﬁed in any other
way is deemed to be a transitional cluster. As with any
automated process a line has to be drawn and many
transitional clusters appear visually to be spirals, curves
or diagonal wave fronts. As a spiral or diagonal wave
move they can cross over the classiﬁcation threshold
and produce a sequence of spirals (or diagonal waves)
intermixed with transitional clusters.

4 Probabilities of Emergence
Although a great deal can be learned about the typical
patterns formed in our model from study of animated
sequences, we desire a more quantitative way of comparing different simulation runs. In particular we are interested in the relative abundance of occurrence of the
spatial patterns we have described. The bulk behaviour
of the model is relatively straightforward to study, and
we can record temporal proﬁles of the different species
of animat populations.
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an area with no foxes present they will stay close to
other rabbits and breed 1 . This rapidly leads to a huge
circular rabbit blob often containing tens of thousands
of rabbits. If foxes (often in a wave) approach close
enough to a rabbit blob they will rapidly eat their way
into it causing it to collapse and reform into a spiral or
curve and thence into a travelling wave.
The likelihood of a rabbit blob forming is directly
linked to the rabbit birth rate parameter. The higher the
birth rate the more likely that rabbit blobs will occur
when the model is run.
A general blob contains both rabbits and foxes.
While it can be classiﬁed as a general blob it is perhaps really a transitional cluster which will evolve into
a travelling wave or curve as rabbits are consumed and
the animats spread out.
A blob containing only foxes will almost never occur
as foxes are always searching for rabbits. Although they
will move towards other foxes for breeding purposes, a
cluster containing only foxes would rapidly dissipate as
foxes moved away in search of food.
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Figure 3: Animat population plotted on log-linear scale,
showing slow growth envelope with periodic boom-bust
growth of rabbits, lagged by a corresponding boom-bust
for foxes.
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Figure 3 shows a typical population proﬁle for rabbit and fox animats in our model. The general form
is one of a slow growth envelope as animats expand to
explore their space, with periodically oscillating boombust cycles of growth for prey, lagged by corresponding
cycles for predators. This oscillatory bulk behaviour is
expected from the usual analysis of predator-prey scenarios using Lotka-Volterra equations [11, 17] for instance. However, the spatial mix of emergent patterns
is not so simple. The slow growth envelope is due to our
model supporting open boundaries. This is attractive as
it is unaffected rigid wall spatial boundary effects and
is therefore less dominated by the usual overcrowding
phenomena that is seen in a study of the closed form
Lotka-Volterra partial differential equations. The spatially emergent structure of blobs, spirals and so forth
in fact is closely linked d to the more complex oscillatory sub-structure seen in ﬁgure 3. Since the population
is spatially distributed rabbits can breed unchecked if
they happen to do so in a region of space in which they
are unmolested by foxes. Likewise foxes can become
locally extinct if there are not rabbits available for food.
This can cause interesting swings in the global population. Unlike the simpler Lotka-Volterra case however,
the global populations can recover from local disasters
or extreme population densities such as the large rabbit
blob that forms around time-step 2000 or the near fox
extinction that occurs near step 1300.

0.3

later stages of a typical model run. Of note is the considerably different relative probabilities of each species
and the surprising continued relative abundance of spirals that occur in the model. This analysis is of course
sensitive to the periodic oscillations due to boom-bust
cycles in population, but this is partially averaged out
by integrating over time lengths that are relatively long
compared to the time periods shown in ﬁgure 3.
We do not notice any systematic time behaviours for
the wave formations other than diagonal waves which
show a tendency to diminish as the model evolves in
time. Rabbit blobs and spirals onc e established will
continually recur and appear to be the main contributors to the general population trends. Foxes will typically remain part of a wave or be part of general blobs
and spirals. the attacking fox wavefront seems to be the
major emergent fox-speciﬁc feature.

5 Transformation Matrix
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Figure 4:
The data shown in table 1 and plotted in ﬁgure 4
shows the average relative probability of occurrence of
each of the macroscopic spatial patterns in the model.
Three sets of data are presented for early, middle and

8

A further interesting property of the spatially emergent
pattern sin our model is that they can transmute from
one type to another. This is a generally slow process
and is not easy to predict except in the most general
terms. This can again be analysed by close observation,
but we prefer to consider a statistical analysis.
One way to analyse the system is to look at the transformation probabilities as measured from model runs.
The identiﬁed aggregates do transform from one identiﬁed classiﬁcation type to another. Some are very long
lived, some less so. Some very robust against change,
other are more fragile.
Figure 5 shows asymmetries in the probability transformation matrix measured in our model. The values
have been scaled arbitrarily and coloured from maximum (dark) to minimum (white). These have been averaged over the middle period of the run as shown in
the table in section 4. The diagonal elements have been
deliberately suppressed as clearly the moist likely occurrence during 500 steps is for the cluster to remain
the same type. However there are signiﬁcant probabilities (shown as percentages) that a particular type will
transform to another. For example a “thin diagonal” is
very likely to change to a “diagonal wave”, a transitional cluster is quite likely to become a spiral.
These measured transition probabilities are consistent with the general abundance probabilities discussed
above. Rabbit and mixed blobs and spirals are likely to
occur and seem to play the dominant role in determining the rabbit populations. There is a strong interplay

Species
Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Probability
“early”
step 500-1000
0.237293956
0.024038462
0.072115385
0.098901099
0.154189560
0.046359890
0.181662088
0.185439560

Probability
“Middle”
step 1000-1500
0.215424018
0.033295390
0.098178714
0.044109277
0.112407513
0.021058623
0.261240751
0.214285714

Probability
“later”
step 2200 - 2700
0.153591682
0.011814745
0.091209830
0.064744802
0.211877757
0.060649023
0.254725898
0.151386263

Species
Description
diagonal wave
thin diagonal wave
horizontal wave
vertical wave
rabbit blob
general blob
spiral/curve
transitional cluster

Table 1: Probabilities of occurrence of each macro-cluster type during different phases of a typical model run. (See
Figure 4)
between blobs being attacked by waves and becoming
spirals, or spirals of rabbits being left unmolested to
rapidly become blobs.

6 Summary and Conclusions
We believe this situation of observing complex emergent patterns in a microscopically simple simulation
model is not uncommon in many areas of computational
science. Our approach has been to apply experimental scientiﬁc techniques and attempt to develop a vocabulary for describing the phenomena. We have also
attempted to use more quantitative probabilistic methods to classify, describe and reason about the origins
and speciﬁc behaviours of the emergent patterns. We
think it likely that much future computational science
will progress in this way using simulation techniques.
We have carried out a form of classiﬁcation and analysis that may be of wider use in other models. Our
use of the transformation matrix and asymmetries in
it shows how sensitive our model is regarding the behaviour of spirals in particular.
An important question that arises from our analysis
is that of whether our simulated system scale is large
enough? It is not clear how scale dependent the spatial
patterns we have obtained really are. We hope to be able
to reﬁne the efﬁciency of our system to enable larger
systems but also to be able to explore longer simulation
times. The time scaling [9] of these emergent patterns
is also an open question.
We hope that our approach does represent a way
of tackling the increasingly common phenomenon of
emergence [13] in simulations in a practical and quantitative manner.
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